
2019 Crooked Lake Carnival: Survey Results
52 respondents (collected results 4/23/2019)

Question 1: Did you attend?
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48 = Yes 4 = No
Comments:
3 = Schedule conflict
1 = We went to the 5th grade concert that was held in the gym and my 6 month old got the 
stomach bug. Did not want baby to catch something else.

Question 2: What were the most helpful ways you learned more 
info about the carnival?
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Flyers sent home Seesaw/Teacher Emails School/PTO website CLS Parents-Facebook Emails from shool (CL
Courier, etc.)

Comments:
2 = Through kids
1 = School calendar
1 = There were SO many flyers it was a bit ridiculous

Question 3: What feedback do you have about the food trucks?
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Comments:
• I loved Simply Steve's it was nice to have a healthier option
• Loved the variety- nice to have a vegan option with simply Steve’s!



Question 4: Feedback about Games/Activities in the Classrooms?
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Could be better No opinion Good Great!

Comments:
• The variety was nice. although the "skee ball" game the kids only got like one or two 

punched instead of what number was on the pipe...so maybe being clearer with 
directions/how many punches for things?

• The ping pong skee ball was too hard
• Some games were set up right inside the door making it crowded. Consider adding more 

space between the door and games
• I liked the activities and the face painter was awesome. She did such great work and was 

very quick.

Question 5: Feedback about inflatables in the gym w/$5 wristband?
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Not a fan No opinion Good Great!

Comments:
• awesome assortment. only downside was the castle that had a roof on it..it was a little on 

the dark side inside it
• Good - i have a preschooler who loved it, but my 4th grader was over it quickly
• Children need to be supervised more! My son got punched in the cheek and my daughter got 

knocked in the head from another kid. Parents no where to be found. Pure chaos! Will not 
allow children to do this again!

• I thought that $5 was a bit steep for that activity, I don't recall having to pay for a wristband 
in the past

• It would be nice if there was a dedicated bounce house for younger children. I seen many 
trampled youngsters when the older kids were rough housing.



Question 6: Feedback about Prizes for Games?
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Could be better No opinion Good Great!

Comments:
• Overall good, I think there was some confusion over how many punches are allowed for the 

dice game (daughter rolled an 8, but got one punch).
• you need more prizes for the kids that had less points
• It's so nice to have a variety of higher quality toys earned with a combination of points from 

all the games versus small prizes given for each game. This is such a great way of doing this! 
This is also our 3rd year of attending the carnival and the prizes change somewhat from year 
to year which is also nice.

Question 7: Feedback the variety and quality of Bingo & Raffle prizes?
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Could be better No opinion Good Great!

Comments:
• The carnival seemed very expensive this year. Especially the $5 wristbands for the bouncy 

houses. Tickets were still at a very reasonable cost. The food at the food trucks was great 
and had great variety, but our family purchased 4 items and it was over $50 for those. For 
large families or ones with a larger number of children the carnival was expensive.

• The activities at $0.50 were just fine and the food trucks were as expensive as you chose.

Question 8: Feedback about how “affordable” you feel the Carnival is?
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Not very affordable No opinion Somewhat affordable Very affordable

Comments:
• we didn't have a chance to play bingo, to busy playing other games :)



Question 9: What would your ideal day of the week/time of the day be 
for next year’s Crooked Lake Carnival?

Same as this year: 
Saturday, 11am to 2pm

Friday evening, 5:30 to 
8:30pm

Comments:
• Its a toss up, Sat I feel more refreshed, but usually booked with other commitments. Friday 

more available, but tired from the long day

Question 10: Any other feedback about the carnival?
• The bounce houses were very chaotic. I would have loved a little more control
• Great time for the kids!
• it was great. we will be switched to wilson next year and I hope they have something similar ;)
• involve more family members
• I don't think all of the volunteers were that knowledgeable about the points system this year. There were a few 

games that probably should've earned more points but they were simply just giving kids one stamp. It didn't 
make sense.

• Move lines for playing games farther into the classrooms when possible so the doors to the rooms aren't blocked.
• I thought it was done well. It didn't seem as crowded as past years. It made it easier to get around.
• Good job
• I think it's good to have it on a weekend. Including the food trucks for lunch is awesome too. Loved this years 

selection of food.
• Overall, it's good, my kids look forward to going each year.
• Great job!
• More supervision or limit the # of wristbands sold for the inflatables.
• It was a lot of fun for the kids. They really liked the many different types of games that were available. The cake 

walk took forever to win for most of the participants. We decided it wasn't worth it to wait to win so moved on. It 
is still a very fun part of the carnival that the kids look forward to every year, but was very congested and they 
only called out one letter at a time. They had plenty of prizes so should have called out 3 letters each run. That 
would have made it more fun. Also, if someone wins they should have to leave for a while and come back since 
that is a popular game and gets congested easily.

• The bounce house area was unattended. One bounce house in particular was quite dangerous. It had a piece in 
the center (mushroom-like with short stem) that the kids all climbed o and would tip over. While that is tipped 
some kids were getting trapped under the other side that was raised up and there were so many kids on top that 
they were pinned down. Had they been face first they would have suffocated. There were just too many kids 
being really rough and no monitors watching. We were there from 12:45-2:00 and in the gym the whole time and 
besides seeing Gena with her camera at one brief point, we didn’t see anyone else in there. Some of us parents 
stepped up and started regulating how many could be in that particular bounce house.

• Our kids look forward to this every year. Thanks for putting this on!
• My kids had a blast! Thank you for all of your hard work putting it all together - a huge task and it's always a great 

time! Thanks again!
• Can you have kids make signs outside of the rooms so we know what games or activities are that way we don’t 

have to enter a crowded room to see. Maps are helpful for the parents but kids like to jump ahead of us!
• It’s great every year. Can’t-miss event.
• Loved that there was more than one face painter this year!
• I believe you would have gotten a lot more participation in the raffle if they were near the front entry next to 

where you buy the tickets.
• Good luck next year. We will be at Wilson. Thanks for putting on such a fun event.
• The planners and organizers did a great job and my fifth grader said it was his favorite carnival at Crooked Lake.
• An extra hour would have allowed for us to enjoy all activities.


